
 

National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) 

Student Satisfaction Survey 

Key Indicator - 2.7.1 

Under Criterion II of Teaching – Learning and Evaluation 

 
Guidelines for Students 

 

NAAC (National Assessment and accreditation council) is conducting a Student Satisfaction 

Survey regarding Teaching – Learning and Evaluation, which will help to upgrade the quality 

in higher education. A student will have to respond to all the questions given in the following 

format with her/his sincere effort and thought. Her/his identity will not be revealed. 

 
A) Please confirm this is the first and only time you answer this survey. 

a) Yes b) No 

 

 

 

B) Department: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

C) Year of Study: 

 

 

 

D) Gender: a) Female b) Male   

 

   
  

Instructions to fill the questionnaire 

● All questions should be compulsorily attempted. 

● Each question has five responses, choose the most appropriate one. 

● The response to the qualitative question no. 21 is student’s opportunity to give 

suggestions or improvements; she/he can also mention weaknesses of the institute 

here. (Kindly restrict your response to teaching learning process only) 



Criterion II – Teaching–Learning and Evaluation 

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process 

Following are questions for online student satisfaction survey regarding Teaching 

Learning process. 

 
1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?        

4 – 85 to 100% 

3 – 70 to 84% 

2 – 55 to 69% 

1– 30 to 54% 

0 –Below 30% 

 

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 

4 –Thoroughly 

3 – Satisfactorily 

2 – Poorly 

1 – Indifferently 

0 – Won’t teach at 

all

 



 

 
3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

4 – Always effective 

3 – Sometimes effective 

2 – Just satisfactorily  

1– Generally ineffective 

0– Very poor communication 

 

 

 
4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as 

4– Excellent 

3 – Very good 

2 – Good 

1 – Fair 

0– Poor 

 

 

 



 
 

 

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers. 

4 – Always fair 

3 – Usually fair 

2 – Sometimes unfair 

1 – Usually unfair 

0– Unfair 

  

  

  
6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 

  



  
 

 

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student exchange, field visit 

opportunities for students. 

4 – Regularly 

3 – Often 

2 – Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 

  

  

 
8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and 

emotional growth. 

4 – Significantly 

3 – Very well 

2 – Moderately 

1 – Marginally 

0– Not at all 

 

 



 

 

 
9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 

4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0– Strongly disagree 

  

  
  



10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and programme 

outcomes. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2– Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 

 

  
 

 
11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0 – I don’t have a mentor 

 

  
 

 

 



 
12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1– Rarely 

0 – Never 

 

  
 

 
13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of 

challenges. 

4 – Fully 

3 – Reasonably 

2 – Partially 

1 – Slightly 

0– Unable to 

 

  
 

 



14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome 

them. 4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0 – Never 
 
 

  
 

 

 

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and continuous 

quality improvement of the teaching learning process. 

4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0 – Strongly disagree 

 

 



  
 

16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative 

learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences. 

4 – To a great extent 

3 – Moderate 

2 – Somewhat 

1 – Very little 

0 – Not at all 

 

 

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular 

activities. 4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0 – Strongly disagree 



 

  
 

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability 

skills to make you ready for the world of work. 

4 – To a great extent 

3 – Moderate 

2 – Somewhat 

1 – Very little 

0 – Not at all 

   

 

 



19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. 

while teaching. 

4 – Above 90% 

3 – 70 – 89% 

2 – 50 – 69% 

1 – 30 – 49% 

0 – Below 29% 
 

  

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good.  

  4 –Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0 – Strongly 

disagree
 





 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXURE 

21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall                  

teaching – learning experience in your Institution 



Sl. No.  21. Give three observation / suggestions 
to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in your institution 

1 Seminar should be given to all the students 

2 Our staff's teaching is good and I wish them to continue it 

3 No change  

4 No 

5 Everything is good in our institution no need for any betterment in our institution everything is awesome 

6 It's good and continue it  

7 

The suggestion to improve overall teaching is:  
 * The teaching and other staff members support in everything. 
* Good and everything done by institution is nice and super. 
* I am very much proud of my Sairam institution . 

8 . 

9 Nothing 

10 

Firstly, I am very interested in this type of learning..and I throughly enjoyed. 
Secondly, including slides and explaining them and making us solve the problems were very good. 
Finally, A good way to keep our mind active in studies even during this lockdown. 

11 All the professors are friendly, kind and always available for us to clear doubts regarding academics.  

12 Our college is very clean and they will support us in future also .,like to choose job orhigher studies and etc... 

13 Concepts taught should be illustrated practically if possible 

14 Nothing 

15 No suggestion  

16 interactive session is better  

17 Have a daily challenge 

18 Nope 

19 More explanations by practical examples and real life industrial examples would be good for better understanding  

20 Nothing 

21 Nil 

22 Good 

23 Be as usual  

24 Nope 

25 
Practical session to be improved  
 Regular Edumate class  

26 
Very good experience 
Interactive sessions 

27 . 

28 Nothing  

29 It is very good , improve the quality of technology in students 

30 Nope 

31 Provide internship 

32 Improving by interact students with practical knowledge and practical site visit 

33 
Introduce technology in the classroom 
Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 

34 Nothing more to say abt my institution 

35 Gud 

36 Good 

37 Teaching was good , we experienced  more practical classes and value added courses in this semester 

38 Good 

39 No idea 

40 

Communication is the key of teaching well , teachers should learn the effective way of transporting their ideas to 
students . Try to teach in english . Use digital platform more often it helps us to recover subject even after long 
time . Don't get too close to some students and long gap with some , Maintain the distance between students . 

41 ALREADY TEACHING WAS UP YO THE MARK. 

42 It's good.. Enough already and it's very standard  

43 Overall good 

44 Interactive teaching, practical demonstration 

45 Teachers shouldn’t stick into syllabus 

46 Yes 

47 To teach practically  

48 Fjf6jigdwtujhfsduoobfds 

49 Partical class  

50 The institute should give more internship opportunities to the students. 



51 Partical 

52 ... 

53 Its good 

54 No mention 

55 very good 

56 

Start off each class by making attendance an instructional session 
Manage classroom rather than just teaching a class 
Teach students critical thinking skills 

57 None 

58 Good 

59 Don't judge according to your needs 

60 
Could be more digital and application-oriented learning  
Hands-on learning could be implemented. 

61 

1.Teach the class properly should everyone one can understand.  
2.Clarification of doubts  
3.Unequalitiy of students  
4.Find the poor student and take the more responsibility to pass it 
5.Give chance to all the students  
These are the points are improving the teaching and learning experience of Institutions  

62 Good 

63 
Good interaction with teacher 
Nice experienced lectures 

64 Nil 

65 Encourage every student  

66 Can take the students to industries for practical knowledge 

67 

May involve students in real time projects as trainee before their campus recruitment 
Can make all the design subjects and project planning subjects as 50% theoretical and 50% practical 
Can take students for industrial visit atleast 3 times per semester 

68 Attention of the students must be more concerned by the staffs. 

69 Extra care one tuff topics 

70 None 

71 

Encouragement 
Care 
Hard work 

72 Seminars should be given to students for their improving their skills 

73 

1. Improve the communication skills 
2.Provide more internship programs 
3.Conduct more research based programs 

74 N 

75 
Don't urges the student for your personal opinion about his/her career because they have own perspect of mind to 
things who they are. what capable they are. 

76 

Faculties should be interactive and they should explore the upcoming works etc  
Facilities in the institution must be improved 
Industrial visit has to be conducted in a proper manner for a good exploration 
 in the field which the students are pursuing 

77 More innovative practical works can be teached 

78 

Very good 
Communication skill can be improved  
Experience in our institution was really great 

79 Use better grapics nd visual for encourage the students 

80 Explain till it reaches students, be fair in correcting and less partiality 

81 no idea 

82 Teaching lesson should be in practical method. 

83 Provide lots of video classes 

84 Conduct more video classes  

85 Conduct more video classes  

86 Practical teachings can be implemented 

87 Practical teachings can be implemented 

88  More Video class, Industrial visit 



89 Smart classes 

90 
Illustrate concepts through application  & examples, 
Encourage more internships & field visits, 

91 . 

92 Illustrate concepts through applications and examples. 

93 Approach students queries with kind and humble manner 

94 Encouragment 

95 nice teaching 

96 . 

97 Teaching was good,improve practical explanation 

98 No 

99 Good communication between teacher and student 

100 

1.Teaching can be done in ppt class more..  
2. Teaching can be done in video classes.  
3. Industrial visit more 

101 Sports  activities  

102 Nothing 

103 

Good  
Excellent  
Moderate  

104 Good, no improvement is needed. 

105 Don't call parents. 

106 Better 

107 Better 

108 Jagamea thanthiram 

109 To carry out more practical learning.. 

110 Build positive relationship 

111 Best teaching & suggestion 

112 Try to improve coordination with the students 

113 No suggestions  

114 

1. Teach with Real world examples  
2. Create a feel good environment in class  
3  Teach Upcoming technologies  

115 

1 less assignments 
2 more interactive classes  
3 good correction  

116 Good 

117 
1)ask suggestion to students 
2)take decision in student perspective 

118 Everything is good  

119 

Can decrease the amount of focus on theory 
make classes more fun 
better english 

120 Good 

121 Good 

122 None 

123 Fine 

124 Nothing  

125 Very good and satisfactory 

126 

Digitalized learning will be helpful 
Outdoor learnings 
Practical workings 

127 No 

128 They are putting more effects in liffing us in high position 

129 
  
Teacher interact with student friendly 

130 Can encourage on extra curricular activities  

131 good 

132 
Such a nice environment to study 
Such experience lectures  



Need More ppt class 

133 Need more experiential learning environment. 

134 Good 

135 
Even though this semester consisted of lesser academic days than the others the college ,took the effort to 
complete the syllabus effectively. 

136 Good 

137 Learning through real world examples 

138 Can explain concepts more practically 

139 It is good.. Maintain this.. 

140 No suggestions... Because already what going is excellent...!!!  

141 

*smart board 
*Experimental classes 
* 

142 1)more video classes 

143 Instead of giving assignment they could promote us to do more project work 

144 Everything is good 

145 Organise industrial visits, use ICT tools and etc 

146 Teachers are ver interactive  

147 For ece subjects, experimental teaching will be better to understand... 

148 
Every student should be practically learn the concepts so that they can't forget the thing tjat they studied. Coding 
should be practiced well.  

149 It is good overall . 

150 New technology teaching and practical experience 

151 
More use of LED projectors 
Little interactive 

152 

1.E-learing  
2.industrial visit  
3.explaining the concept with example 

153 Focus on teaching important skills, Provide real life examples, Focus on practical knowledge  

154 By using smart class we can understand more.  

155 By using smart class we can understand more.  

156 
Demonstration of all the subject with real time examples ,final year project ideas  
they can ask the students to start prepare from the third year itself . 

157 is good 

158 Already good 

159 Can make teaching more interesting, information with real world applications 

160 E-learning has better output  

161 Need some more well trained professors  

162 Good 

163 Good  training for campus interviews  

164 Teaching is excellent.Learning would be effective if there is digital classes. 

165 Over all teaching is the best as far as i know. 

166 Current is good.... 

167 Im good with their teaaching skills 

168 
To provide more project and practical based teaching with updated syllabus of the latest technological 
advancements.  

169 Good 

170 Try to get a good relationship with students 

171 

teachers can use video lecture  and online resources for teaching. Give more important on skill based learning 
and  promoting  
entrepreneurial skills in the students. 

172 Good 

173 There are no suggestions to be given 

174 Fair 

175 Give many notes 

176 Excellent teaching 

177 Everything is fine 

178 Every is good  

179 1. Smart class system 



2. More video classes 
3. More practical sessions 

180 

Use of real time examples 
Using projector and other latest technology 
Help students identify their strengths 

181 No suggestions all stafs are good in there part and helping me to improve 

182 Real  time example should be implemented practically 

183 
Already good  
Need still more appreciation and motivation for the excelling students  

184 It was good overall 

185 Good  

186 Getting prepared before the class  

187 improving practical apporach...else everything was good 

188 Goof 

189 

Must reduce the college working hours, as it is placed in a remote area and bye reducing special classes and re - 
tests.  
And to behave with the students like somewhat leneant, and not to behave as harsh  
and not to compel them in any situation and not to simply black mail them like,  
if you do this then I will tell this to your parents...  

190 

Reference notes for each unit covered,  
Activities to engage students into overall development 
Regular events to learn more 

191 Over all our institution providing all facility to us so no need any improve in teaching and learning  

192 Identification of talents in all the students 

193 

1.Fully Flexible Credit System (FFCS) 
2.International Relations - One may also study a semester abroad or engage in international research 
collaboration 
3.Research-based Teaching and Learning -Research-based teaching means that  
students carry out research in their courses independently and with an open outcome.  

194 Good 

195 No suggestion  

196 

1.Can teach concepts with real life examples 
2.Can teach concepts with experimenting things 
3.Video explanation of concepts 

197 
Interactivity with all the students and try to make them strong in weak areas and explain 
 effectively and interesting and be as a friend more than a teacher 

198 Everything is good  

199 Nil 

200 Please know the industry requirements and change the system of learning. 

201 

Please don't give too much of activities at a timeGive one activity and insist students to follow itDon't use extract 
certification for internal marks,let the students decided what course he or she must take don't force us to do a 
particular course that you insist to do  

202 Extra smart room coasses can be provided for effective practical learning  

203 Teaching with examples 

204 Nothing 

205 

1.Our mentors does a great job by motivating us and correct our mistakes. 
2.The New SDG topic discussions help to understand the  
current situation of the world and make us think how to improve it. 
3.Our institution also help in improving our practical knowledge which is necessary for tomorrow world of work 

206 

As our organisation have turned to autonomous one it would be useful 
 and awesome if they include new concepts and syllabus rather than the old and outdated ones.  
The allowance of electronic devices will be much helpful I hope not all will use it properly but some utilize them for 
a great extent of improvement. May be with restrictions yo the usage of the devices may help. 

207 Coding practices to be given 

208 

1.Be more practical than theoretical  
2.Extra skills are to be concentrated 
3.Move freely with students  

209 Explain with a example 

210 
Easy to learn 
And able communicate staffs for clearing ours doubt's 



211 Positive way of teaching, always try to teach, speek in positive  

212 
1) teachers are also learning continuously to train us everyday. 
2)most the sometimes learning was done more efficiently through practically  

213 
Teaching through smart classes 
Learning through e-books by the student. 

214 It is good 

215 Interactive learning, better teaching techniques 

216 

Allow the Phone 
Giving more time to sports 
Allow to come in share auto to college  

217 Improve 

218 Good nothing to change 

219 practical  

220 Improve more practical skills  

221 Subject oriented videos can be played 

222 Good  

223 Good 

224 
Smart classroom 
Technical teaching 

225 Good  

226 
Teach through ict tools , need more individual concern from the mentor for each student to know their strength 
and weakness... 

227 Good 

228 

1) use ICT Tools 
2) encourage extra curricular activities 
3) make friendly environment 

229 Better 

230 More clear cut explanation 

231 The teaching is good 

232 No comments  

233 
1.At College, LCD projectors can be used for teaching 
2.Small projects can be explained for real time examples 

234 Excellent  

235 Much more interactive 

236 Good 

237 Nil 

238 Need more technical teaching 

239 Should give internal marks Good teaching 

240   

241 Nothing much 

242 It is good 

243 Good satisfaction 

244 Organized many seminars and webinars regularly 

245 Everything is great till now. 

246 teaching current technology 

247 Good  

248 Not bad 

249 Practical learning should be improved. 

250 Good  

251 1.providing lifetime examples of topics taken in class 

252 Don't rush the students, need to observe their ability and to move on  

253 

1) More practicals can be done 
2) Starting with basic with each topic can help in gaining information fast 
3) Quality of education should be encouraged rather than Quantity 

254 Good teaching  

255 

Teaching methodology can be changed.. 
Lots of assignments which in unnecessary 
Instead of that...can conduct programs like Byts..etc 



256 

1. The teachers should be able to explain the concept in an intriguing and simple way 
2. The number of periods in a day should be reduced.  
3. The overall strictness and treating the students without common decency should regulated to the minimum  

257 To give more practical experience 

258 Improve all things to be practically done 

259 

Suggest courses regarding subjects  
 
Try to conduct more seminars  

260 Good  

261 Nothing much but avoid conducting class on Saturdays 

262 Give more example 

263 N/A 

264 Ask student suggestion  

265 The teaching is better no need of improvements 

266 Fine 

267 
There is no suggestion or observation.  
Already they are providing so much of activities. 

268 

I request our institute to keep an hour for problem solving in computer science that is how to solve a specific 
problem statement  
and how to approach a problem that satisfy time and space complexity  

269 Mobile 

270 Allow laptops,improve the quality of teaching  

271 None 

272 Good  

273 All fine no suggestions  

274 want More practical classes  

275 Conversation must be improved. 

276 Good 

277 Good 

278 Good  

279 

Kindly implement the usage of smart class for every subject, so that we can gain more visual knowledge, which 
can make the concept to understand even better. Ensure more practical classes for programming subject, so that 
hands on experience can be gained.  

280 No suggestions 

281 Everything was going good 

282 Teaching practically more than the theoretical teaching will be beneficial to students 

283 
Much more interactive sessions. 
To use projectors 

284 
 *Class test required.. 
      

285 Thing are being done well in our college 

286 Being more responsive to students 

287 Good 

288 

1.More teachers should provide experimental teaching. 
2.Teachers should complete the syllabus in the given time.  
3.Digital learning should be increased. 

289 The implementation of virtual class might help us to gain better knowledge.  

290 

1 Video classes can be added more 
2 assignments are required for all subjects 
3 tests should be kept reguarly two subjects each day in a regular timetable for the subjects 

291 
*Smart class 
*Experimental class 

292 Video classes should be enabled 

293 

To improve the learning experience in my institution...I would suggest to have more video class sessions about 
the subject to 
get the proper concept so that they won't fade out with time. 

294 It's always great, continue the same 

295 Can improve digital learning 



296 Everything about my college is great 

297 

Can use the LCD projector more 
Very good in creating opportunities to students  
Teachers always illustrate with examples.  

298 
Provide hands on practical sessions. 
Give practical sessions for programming 

299 It was very good 

300 Super good 

301 Try to be more connective with students,be more practical rather than theoretical. 

302 Nothing 

303 Increasing chances for all teaching practically. 

304 Want more online classes 

305 They are great at doing things now by encouraging and motivating  

306 
Make sure the student has understood 
Make the presentation slide precise 

307 

1. Interaction with students. 
2. Helping them with their hidden talents. 
3. Method of teaching must be improved a lot. 

308 Good 

309 Explain important questions clearly which is understood by every student in the class 

310 Comcetrating on experimental teaching more could make better understanding on the subject. 

311 Extra lab hours for practice programming language, 

312 I dont have any suggestions yet.  Everything is good 

313 Labs classes can be done effectively . 

314 Everything is good 

315 It's good 

316 Everything is good 

317 Good style of teaching and well trained faculty  

318 The processing is good.No more changes needed.The video class methods can make to learn easier.. 

319 

Usage of ICT tools could be improved. 
Help students to engage in extra curricular activities. 
Help to overcome weakness. 

320 Good 

321 Good teaching 

322 

Interactive classes should be provided. 
Video lectures should be made. 
Concepts must be explained with real life examples. 

323 Learning experience is quite good. But more practical way of teaching can be encouraged. 

324 Interact friendly with student 

325 Excellent 

326 They can do some practical demos wherever possible 

327 More interactive sessions could help and teachers could come up with new ways to teach. 

328 None 

329 None 

330 
Teaching was good  
Relate topic with real time application 

331 Can encourage on extra curricular activities  

332 Use some ppt and some more examples for the important topics 

333 
Intact with students  
Encourage the student to achieve their goal 

334 Good 

335 I suggest more lab classes , more video classes , more interactive sessions. 

336 
1.Do some practical concepts for understanding . 
2.encouraging with positive outcome in our studies. 

337 Every aspect is good  

338 Clever in digital leanings  

339 The teachers are not able teach in technical orientation 

340 Discuss more about current technologies 

341 Teach slowly  

342 Good 



343 It's good only 

344 Conduct some test  

345 Teaching can be done with a practical  

346 More programming concepts should be discussed in class 

347 Practice knowledge is more important for us 

348 Excellent  

349 Need more practicl exprsnse 

350 I've no idea 

351 
1 less assignments 
2 good correction  

352 

1.Increasing Usage of LCD and Projectors for teaching. 
2.Increase Showing more real world examples for problems 
3.None 

353 

Video classes..  
If it is necessary teach with practical examples...  
Test & assignments...  

354 The experience of learning here excites me more compared to other institutions 

355 Teach the subjects with real time example 

356 Nothing? 

357 All Good 

358 None 

359 Edho onu panunga 

360 Good teaching methods 

361 
Seminars will be conducted which is really good. 
Lab sessions are conducted well. 

362 Excellent 

363 Experience faculty Wonderful environment to studyDiscipline is the most important criteria for the organisation  

364 Best the way it is already 

365 Best the way you are.......be the same 

366 1 

367 1.Could show videos while explaning the concepts  for better  understanding. 

368 Good 

369 Some staff will just read the notes given in the text book  

370 
-> More practical based learning is required. 
-> Teachers should spend more time on explaining concepts rather than giving notes. 

371 Everything is pretty good 

372 Everything is pretty good 

373 Good teaching & should make use of visual media  

374 Staffs must knw... whether students can understand their teaching if not they need to work for it 

375 Nothing 

376 Nothing 

377 can prove us more Industrial knowledge  and also bringing recent technologies in regular usage. 

378 Teachers can put still a bit more of effort to communicate with students  

379 
Encourage practical learning. 
Communicate with students.  

380 Everythings Is good.. 

381 Include more of practical approaches to have better understanding. 

382 

Take more video classes. 
Use projectors for better understandings. 
More examples for topic give clear idea.  

383 Smart lecture &vision lecture 

384 Nothing 

385 No comments  

386 good 

387 Good 

388 Nothing to say everything is going good 

389 Providing OD for internships from 3rd year itself 

390 More innovative skills to be initiated 



Teachers should encourage the students to do project or any other activity will be enhanced .  

391 ... 

392 Teaching facility is good but should interact with all students should not compare inbetween the students studies 

393 All Are Good !!! 

394 . 

395 Good 

396 Good  

397 Try to interact with students more often 

398 No suggestions required 

399 1. Allow students for extra curricular activities.  

400 
Application oriented teaching 
Practical work related teaching 

401 Can give more knowledge about out if portion.  

402 No suggestion  

403 Go with students  

404 

Interactive classes.  
Covering up the portion completely 
Practical uses of learning 

405 
We want more focus on extra studies. 
Experimental education 

406 Null 

407 Nothing 

408 Good  

409 No suggestions  

410 GOOD 

411 

All must interact with the students. 
Must know the weaknesses of the students. 
Should not force students in any kind of situation for not participating in their unwilling projects  

412 It would be good if teachers take personal attention 

413 By being more interactive, friendly and understanding. 

414 None 

415 Teaching is good 

416 
Must give importance to extracurricular activities & Sports too,because teacher and management are only 
cocerned about academics.... 

417 Reduce 3 to 2 classes 

418 

1.Frequent usage of smart room shall be done. 
2.Critical thinking should be taught. 
3.Expectations and dominance from staffs side should be reduced. 

419 Need of teaching through smart classroom 

420 It's good..  

421 Some teachers can improve their network quality 

422 
1) can have more use of ICT tools 
2) sessions could be more interactive 

423 Teachers can be more interactive. 

424 Good 

425 Good 

426 

1)experimental learning  
2)objective learning  
3)make sure everyone is comfortable with the topic by ensuring with the everyone individually 

427 Nil 

428 Good 

429 Video Classes nare recommended 

430 The study material can be improved 

431 To improve a teaching manner 

432 Our institution is good in overall teaching and learning experience 

433 Good 

434 Knowledge based things improve and class time explanation through  real time example 

435 Knowledge based improve and class time examination to real time example to use  

436 Fine till now!  



437  . 

438 
Institution's way of handling students was very appreciable and i hope that they will  help us to grow and reach a 
greater heights 

439 ! 

440 Don't worry about that at all.  

441 Good 

442 Interactive, interesting,not to be so boring 

443 Use smart classroom ,make the class more interactive  

444 Nothing to improve 

445 Nothing to improve  

446 Good 

447 
I have no suggestion.The institution soing good things now.They are motivating and encouraging us to do 
innovative things. 

448 Nil 

449 All the facilities are good 

450 Nothing  

451 Increase the use of ICT so that we can pay attention for more time than we listen to a normal class.  

452 Everything is nice 

453   

454 good 

455 Its good .They always give their best. 

456 It's good till date 

457 
Nothing needed to improve.. Staffs are already well qualified Enough to teach us.. 
 So better make the staffs to teach us freely without any tasks for them like portion completion tasks 

458 Change the education system 

459 Can enhance the teaching methods 

460 Improve the lab facilities 

461 Avoid to call the parents  

462   .. 

463 - 

464 Overall Good 

465 Good  

466 Not too bad 

467 . 

468 , 

469 To give more ppt  

470 Interactive  

471 Don't give the Coursera account for everyone, because everyone is rushing to get only the certificate 

472 

Optimal timing 
Network issues should be considered 
Digital pen enabled tabs can be used 

473 Teachers can be more friendly to the students 

474 Good  

475 Nothing 

476 . 

477 Good 

478 Good 

479 Good 

480 Good 

481 Good 

482 Good 

483 Excellent 

484 In depth teaching of concepts,practical applications 

485 Good 

486 Innovative video class and effective lab teaching 

487 The way their teachings is almost good!...  

488 The teachers are doing best no need for any suggestions  

489 Teach practicallyy 



490 3 observations  

491 It will be nice if they explain few things using projectors. 

492 To use lcd projector 

493 Interactive, encourage and friendly 

494 It's  fine. 

495 
It would be Great if every concept they say can be done in more practical way like demo’s,slideshow,ppt such like 
that 

496 Give notes to the students 

497 The options in the above mentioned columns less than 70% needs to be improved  

498 nothing to improve...nice education,but to leave free for a while... 

499 teaching with real time examplesteaching the subject and scope 

500 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 

501 The material can be improved 

502 Could actually be lenient for silly stuffs and could make it a college rather than a school!  

503 Make sure to conduct industrial visit atleast once/semester.  

504 Can use multimedia and slides for practical understanding 

505 Can teach more abt technology apart frm syllabus 

506 Everything is good 

507 1.Start digital learning in classes. 

508 Need more practical sessions 

509 No comments 

510 Conduct more practical  sessions  

511 

Make use  of real time examples while teaching 
Make use of some technical related things to understand 
Make use of some videos to understand  

512 

1.Don't rely on certification -"As we are moving autonomous ,the certificates and other online achievements 
 are regarded for assessment" said by some staffs.students are getting crazy, they are finishing 100+ courses and 
spamming social media's.The courses they were finishing must be done with a dedication. If u rely on 
certificaions, they will lack concentration and dedication and skip the videos and search entire solution on internet 
to get a  certificate.  
Please don't give coursera access to all students, give them to some who really needs it for finishing a(one) 
course that is a specialization or professional certificate.  
2.online class - these were unexpected for many, please do care if the students does have the accessories 
needed. And also most of students are on mute, some complain net problem. Also some are only using their 
mobile phones for these classes.  
So please try to manage the time of these classes effectively. Those mobile users are straining their eyes.  
On a average these students use 1.5 gb /day as their data pack. But it is not sufficient, so please consider to 
reduce the hours of these classes.  

513 Teaching concepts with applications,  and use of lcd projector 

514 
It would be better if the chances are equally given for all the students irrespective of their CGPA. 
It would be better if they allow mobile phones to the college for better way to enhance digital learning. 

515 Good 

516 Video based interactive session 

517 .  

518 Overall good institutions  

519 More practical labs and examples 

520 Have to focus on students personal talent 

521 Good. No more suggestions 

522 Less hours 

523 
The learning process is strongly effective and efficient. 
We gain a lot of practical experience and knowledge . 

524 Mentoring the students  

525 Let the students to learn and explore more in groups and make competitions and give them rewards in class. 

526 They won't recognize our talents in our college especially in 1st year.They always forces us to read  

527 Nothing  

528 Internship opportunity at the end of third year . 

529 All Good 

530 No Suggestions 



531 

Teaching should be done in a way that teachers should prepare themselves and make students understand every 
concepts  
with suitable real world examples so that they can able remember the concept for a  
long time and can able to recall during exam even if they haven't prepared. Also, encourage every students in the 
institute by identifying their strength and make them achieve success in their field of interest along with motivation 
of weak students, making them to achieve something along with other talented students. Make every student 
involve in practical knowledge by doing experiments and mini projects. Make them involve in participating paper 
presentations and Hackathons, which should not be let them do on their own interest and also not by forcing them 
to participate in these events for knowledge gaining. Mark isn't the main thing and so students should know this 
thing and make them grow their own idea and interest and make them choose their future path as job or career 
along with success and real world problems. Motivate students as much as possible. Even arrear students have 
some talent to showcase. So make them express their talent and shine in their life.  

532 No idea, they are doing it... 

533 The teaching is good 

534 To give practical examples 

535 The teaching is good 

536 
 
Full internals 

537 Teachers should ensure that the students are well aware of the basics before they teach some concepts 

538 The learning experience is in a very good manner  

539 

Everything is very good  
Iam very much satisfied with my institution 
Continue the same as well 

540 Some teachers should teach properly 

541 Conduct Webinar’s, Industrial visit, Hackathons 

542 . 

543 Institutions does not educate properly. Intention is to collect money from us  

544 
To cover out of syllabus  
To give more practice  

545 Want ti interact more in students 

546 Okay 

547 Less hours 

548 

To be more friendly . 
Conduct class test regularly 
And more interactive sessions 

549 In depth teaching of concepts,practical applications 

550 Good 

551 Innovative video class and effective lab teaching 

552 The way their teachings is almost good!...  

553 The teachers are doing best no need for any suggestions  

554 Teach practicallyy 

555 3 observations  

556 It will be nice if they explain few things using projectors. 

557 To use lcd projector 

558 Interactive, encourage and friendly 

559 It's  fine. 

560 
It would be Great if every concept they say can be done in more practical way like demo’s,slideshow,ppt such like 
that 

561 Give notes to the students 

562 The options in the above mentioned columns less than 70% needs to be improved  

563 nothing to improve...nice education,but to leave free for a while... 

564 
teaching with real time examples 
teaching the subject and scope 

565 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 

566 The material can be improved 

567 Good 

568 Everything is perfect  

569 Could be more effective, More updated 

570 Some topics they have to teach practically ... 

571 ... 



572 THIS IS MORE THAN ENOUGH  

573 No improvements 

574 
It was good 
Little improvization of concepts 

575 

1. Best care is taken for student's improvement in their skills and learning. 
2. But in the side of sports, it is little less compared to academics. 
3. Most of the teachers engaged fully with us to make them understand the topics they have taken.  

576 THIS IS MORE THAN ENOUGH 

577 It was going smoothly 

578 No improvements 

579 Digital classes 

580 Wants to show some real time examples , which helps to understand more easily 

581 Can use LCD projectors atleast once in a week for each subject. 

582 Nothing  

583 good 

584 Keep supporting students to learn with friendly manner 

585 Instead of Therotical class we need more practical class 

586 Good 

587 
Practical lab should be effective 
Other than all are good 

588 We want more practical classes than theory classes 

589 No queries, everything is fine. 

590 Good 

591 Nothing 

592 Very well...  

593 NIL 

594 

IN SAIRAM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY COACHING AND MATERIALS  
ARE GIVEN PROPERLY INSPITE OF CORONA ..SO I AM HAPPY WITH IT AS A STUDENT OF SRI SAIRAM 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.. 

595 To use more videos related to the concept while teaching 

596 Nil 

597 
1.Improve communication with students  
2.encourage extracurricular activities  

598 
I would like to say that they can improve their teaching by appyling practical  knowledge rather than  theoretical 
knowledge 

599 None 

600 
Made all the learning process into digital  
Practical oriented learning  

601 The Institution helps in education as well as extra curriculum.  

602 Need more practical knowledge.. 

603 It is already satisfactory  

604 Satisfactory 

605 no more suggestion . the overall teaching and learning experience was satisfactory 

606 Nothing 

607 Nothing 

608 Everything perfect  

609 No comments my instituition is a great instituition 

610 Nice teaching 

611 By conducting a practical session to get a more  knowledge  

612 Nil  

613 Everything is good and well  

614 
A little to choose what we want to pursue can encourage us 
Pressurising can be reduced.  

615 Good 

616 Please Reduce some amount of fees in this academic year due to lockdown.. there is no income  

617 Good 

618 
Made all learning through digital  
Learning through Practical and industrial application  

619 Can involve more in Internship and we need more guidance in coding. 



620 Nothing much. Good as for now 

621 Good 

622 Good 

623 Slow teaching  

624 Teaching should not in a normal manner it should be done reality for every topics and it will be easy to understand  

625 More practical class,and nothing  

626 
To improve the teachers could teach all this subjects with LCD projetor ,our institution is very good  
and staffs are teaching well in virtually in covid-19 situation. 

627 Very good learning experience in our institution 

628 Online learning can be conducted according to students convenience. 

629 NIL 

630 The overall learning experience is good.  

631 Excellent teaching 

632 Online learning and teaching can be conducted according to students convenience.  

633 Need practical learning 

634 Excellent teaching... 

635 Practical classes 

636 Nothing 

637 Need practical learning  

638 My institute provides quality education. To improve the learning more amount of video classes are required.  

639 . 

640 Overall nice and good  

641 Good 

642 Nothing 

643 Nothing 

644 Good 

645 Nothing 

646 There should not be partiality between students,  note that I'm not mentioning every staffs.  

647 . 

648 

Effective methodology 
Good communication  
Standardized  teaching 

649 Need more improvement 

650 Practical teaching 

651 Use better graphics to reach the students  

652 
More videos 
Practical sessions 

653 Digital classes 

654 Give more practical knowledge 

655 Slow teaching  

656 The teaching method is good to me 

657 Our Institution is good to me 

658 Must updrage to digital notes 

659 The teacher interact with all students....  

660 It was very nice 

661 Nothing.everything is perfect 

662 Required more video classes 

663 Practical videos , identifying interested students in specific subjects and organising events relevant  to it 

664 The way of teaching is good 

665 

Encouraging the late bloomers in participating in paper presentations,  
hackathons, conferences, symposiums etc. 
Guidance for the Hackathon can be improved. 
Decentralization is required when organizing an event in the college. 

666 It's good.... they can continue the same!!! 

667 Nothing  

668 To be more practical 

669 lack of encouragement 

670 Very good 



671 

New technology can be taught  
Increase in practical practise  
Provide support for the projects  

672 
Usage of practical experience, promoting or guiding towards internships, more usage of ICT tools are some 
suggestions I would like to keep. 

673 Still can do better 

674 Can be taught with an example and to teach slowly  

675 Can introduce modern technology for learning like replacing books to e-books . 

676 Good 

677 Nil  

678 Nil 

679 Overall good 

680 Reopen 

681 Reopen 

682 

Can be more interactive 
Get few opinions from students 
Can be more forward to help students 

683 its already satisfactory 

684 

To Offer e books 
Technically class should be conducted  
Every student should need a book for a particular book in the library.  

685 Be friendly with students 

686 Be friendly with students 

687 It was really nice.  

688 Give some extra information for applications in real life 

689 Good 

690 

Should increase the library availability time to students.  
Should constantly maintain the laboratories.  
Should improve cleanliness in the college campus.  

691 Good 

692 Teaching was good 

693 Some practical method of teaching may include 

694 Good 

695 They are already teaching well.  

696 Real-time applicationReal-world usage 

697 Some staffs are fair but some are unfair while taking class. 

698 Already the overall quality of teaching is too good 

699 Nothing  

700 some teachers are not upto the level.. and teachers are not friendly at reality(but says we are friendly) 

701 Practically 

702 Awesome 

703 Increase the number of virtual learning classes 

704 No suggestions 

705 Should train students to start their own  company  

706 Try to fulfil the students expectations 

707 good 

708 Good 

709 Should train students to start their own company  

710 expecting more knowledge on programming 

711 Need to do more practical sessions  

712 Nothing 

713 
Some teachers are having good ability and teaching. 
But some teachers are act partiality to the students. 

714 

1) This campus is really a good place for excellence.  
2) Overall teaching experience was good and mentors can enhance their student's activities in projects.  
3) lab praticals need some improvement.  

715 Nothing 

716 Nothing 

717 No suggestion 



718 Needs more practical knowledge 

719 

The class can be even more interesting 
Needed to concentrate more on  practical works 
Needed to use projectors often 

720 Nothing 

721 the teaching was effective 

722 Still more practical works can be encouraged 

723 Explain in the practical manner 

724 They should know whether all type of students are understandable 

725 Teacher's can use smart class for better understanding  

726 No suggestions.  

727 practical implementation 

728 Need practical stuffs and iv exposure 

729 

They could use practical examples while teaching a concept. 
Only the teachers major projects should be their subjects. 
They can make the class interactive and actually work on the concept that they're going to teach 

730 Should conduct more intra college competitions and should give opportunities for all students 

731 Conduct technical competitions often by that students can increase their knowledge practically. 

732 Teach through practically 

733 Nothing  

734 Nothing 

735 

Lab facility 
Extra curricular activities 
Video classes 

736 

provide  OD  ,conduct symposiums , workshops in order to encourage our project skills.. 
To increase the coding skills.  
Give more webinars, coding test, increase more monthly coding test..  

737 Good 

738 Projectors can be used in the class 

739 

Video classes 
Sports 
Lab 

740 
due to this corona leave now a day everything has teaching through online only so really its very useful. there is 
no suggestion for me  

741 
1.More comparison of syllabus with current technologies 
2. Increased practicals for better understanding of concepts 

742 .  

743 Interaction between students and teachers must be improved  

744 now a days everything teaching through online only it's really very useful for us. so, there is no suggestion  

745 no suggestion  

746 
giving life time example for the explain to student will help them to understand well 
because these tools and machines are madeup of humans so definitely we can explain using life time things also 

747 No suggestion 

748 Teaching  in different method like online courses and etc 

749 no suggestion  

750 Nothing 

751 - 

752 Nil 

753 

The teachers can take classes through  videos 
Can ask questions to all students 
Keeping tests and quiz in classes 

754 Nothing 

755 
Can take more video classes 
Teach more practical than theoritical 

756 more practical sessions can be implemented 

757 

Use better graphics and visual media. 
Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.  
Make teaching a two way interaction. 

758 
Application oriented topic should be teach 
  



759 
M 
ore test need  

760 Its good and should improve some more 

761 

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 
Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.  
Make teaching a two way interaction. 

762 Nil 

763 Application oriented topic should be teach how now the industry's is processing  

764 

#  I am from sri sai ram institute of technology . 
# By giving full of real example for an each line. 
# The above line has an meaning  
But how ? each word has an meaning that make the line an example . 
# IF EVERYONE  IS UNDERSTAND THIS MEANING .ALL CHANGED  
WE HAVE LEARN TO STUDY THATS IMPROVE ALL.. 

765 Give some extra information for applications in real life 

766 Practical knowledge 

767 Good 

768 Good 

769 Everything is fine 

770 Encourage active and practical learning 

771 Good, Useful, learning 

772 Overall good 

773 

The teaching could be fully practical.As a student i want to learn practically than theoretically.also the student 
must be taught some social and general knowledge to help him face society in the future.practical learning and 
practical exams should be conducted here after in all colleges 

774 Nothing 

775 Nothing 

776 

Teaching is good and also can improve.  
More real time teaching. 
Experienced teachers are preferred. 

777 Nil 

778 Excellent 

779 
The teaching could be fully practical.Many social skills should be taught to prepare students to face society in 
future 

780 Everything is good 

781 No suggestions 

782 

More explanations  
With clear examples 
Doing by small projects 

783 Nothing to say 

784 Can give better teaching by showing models relating concepts we are studying.  

785 Good  

786 No suggestions 

787 NIL  

788 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 

789 Good  

790 As it is good, no suggestions to improve... 

791 Can provide better teaching by showing models relating concepts.  

792 Should have a projector in the classroom 

793 

VERY GOOD 
VERY SATISFACTORY 
VERY EXCELLENT 

794 They should teach us more coding for other departments like ece,eee etc  

795 Practical examples,how to use day to day life 

796 Good 

797 Vilithu iru ,vilagi iru,vetil iru 

798 Nope  

799 Good 



800 To encourage the student and support them in everytime 

801 Use realtime examples, useage of digital media, video lectures 

802 
Encourage students to study regularly. 
Impose practical knowledge. 

803 Good 

804 Exercice Are Useful 

805 Good  

806 
1. Overall Good 
2. Improve some Mic Quality While taking Online Class 

807 All are best and very useful 

808 

1.More seminars can be conducted. 
2.Help students to improve their soft skills. 
3.All together the institution is simply superb.  

809 Help the students to identify the mistakes 

810 Everything is good. 

811 Very good experience  of le6 

812 nothing 

813 Use digtal platform and extend lab hours 

814 It make good  experience  from  learning  

815 nothing 

816 nothing 

817 
Use digital platforms and expands lab hours 
avoid exams 

818 They already teach excellently 

819 Nice  

820 
The teachers can take classes through videos 
Keeping tests in middle of the class 

821 Need more practical classes 

822 
Teachers can take classes through videos  
Keeping tests in middle of the class 

823 Illustrate the concepts through applications  

824 
Real time applications are a method to improve our understanding. Frequent department based industrial visits 
are welcomed.  

825 Friendly and encouraging  

826 Good learning experience.  

827 Nil 

828 
The extra training should be provided to all the students to improve their skills rather than providing to above 
average students.  

829 
Providing the digital study materials and give permission to access them inside the campus would be 
recommended. 

830 Need live session 

831 more webinar programs should be conducted 

832 The training should be provided to all the students rather than providing to talented students 

833 More industry related workshop or classes can be conducted with practical knowledge and hands-on experience  

834 Can do Game based learning to make more interesting like quiz.  

835 Teachers should understand the ability of the students in teaching 

836 Teachers should understand the ability of the students and teach according to that 

837 Good teaching 

838 It was excellent  

839 1. Can use LCD projector for every unit 

840 engage students i their interesting activites 

841 Teachers must be attractive and interactive in the classes 

842 
1. Video class 
2. Application oriented teaching like visual working of the instrument. 

843 All the classes must be very interactive and observable sessions 

844 No comments 

845 Online classes by illustrating on black board 

846 To increase practical sessions 

847 No comments 



848 

Interactive Learning should be implemented  
Should ICT tools for teaching 
More hands-on training should be given 

849 

Interactive session has to be carried out 
Should implement ICT tools for learning  
More hands on training should be given. 

850 There is nothing to improve we statisfed with this  

851 Explain in easy way 

852 More practical learning should be made 

853 Good 

854 Interact with every student 

855 Good 

856 NIL 

857 Encouraging and friendly. 

858 

1.the teaching must be in most interactive way.  
2.the teacher have to encourage students.  
3.more practical way of teaching has to be provided 

859 Don't stress the things at last time uaually mentors 

860 please give the same importance to extra curricular activities as given to accademics !!!  

861 give more importance to extra curricular activities tooo !!! 

862 Talk friendly to students 

863 
Teacher can explain where the explained concepts will help in the day to day life and where it should be used in 
the practical life. 

864 Nothing to improve everything is better  

865 very good 

866 Nothing  

867 Please dont be unfair for all the marks given through internals 

868 

Teacher are really interactive and helps students learn things using small example. 
They can also try to make use of lab session to practically make us understand the characteristics of the ccircuit 
designs. 

869 Can refer multiple books 

870 Online classes by illustrating on black board 

871 This is very well of going up.  

872 Good 

873 If students take seminar it will be better. 

874 Nil 

875 Can be taught with an example and to teach slowly  

876 Can be taught with an example and to teach slowly  

877 All is good 

878 No 

879 Very good 

880 Good 

881 Good 

882 Good 

883 Need to do more practical sessions  

884 Needs more practical classes 

885 Good 

886 Nope 

887 Teach 

888 Good 

889 The teaching is good. Can be improved by using weird things such as inter college competitions.  

890 NIL 

891 Very good  

892 Equal importance must  be given to both software and hardware  related activities.....Thankyou  

893 Good 

894  Need to improve in extra curricular activity 

895 practical way of teaching 

896 Teacher's can use smart class for better understanding  

897 Can be focused more on practical session.. 



898 Teach more examplea 

899 Conduct Industrial visits 

900 . 

901 Learn students skill and train 

902 Nothung to say  

903 Every thing is good 

904 it will help if we have smart class rooms 

905 . 

906 Good 

907 Excellent teaching 

908 Student participation should be motivated more. Exam point of view teaching should be avoided a little  

909 Good and effective approach, but need more practical learning and project management. 

910 Nothing to say 

911 Nothing to say 

912 

Compulsory communication via English will help students to fluently communicate  
during their placements. 
This must be done right from 1st year onwards 

913 Everthing is ok 

914 Teaching is very good no suggestion.. 

915 His observe the Holl class 

916 Nothing to sat 

917 Nil 

918 Ok 

919 Nil 

920 Nothing to improve everything is better 

921 
It will be very helpful if there are more interactive sessions by letting us to know what is actually the need of the 
hour and training us accordingly. 

922 

1)have to encourage all the students  
2)have to motivate average students to grow up in their studies 
3)have to concentrate more about below average students 

923 

1.Real time examples while teachung 
2.Including subjects that are required for placement in core industries 
3.Frequent Industrial Visits 

924 Practical concepts, Tests, Theory 

925 NIL 

926 Nil 

927 
Teaching should be more practical. 
Every student should be made to present a particular topic. 

928 1. Just Improve the multimedia to teach 

929 To inform the course registration before last date as soon as possible 

930 Good  

931 
Teaching through ppt 
Giving a view about practical experiences  

932 Excellent 

933 

1. Let the teachers teach in english rather teaching in tamil, and interact with the student in english 
 because in the placement the student is not going to answer questions in tamil.  
2. Let the teachers not demotivate the student by saying that he/she can't do anything worthy in there life.  
3. Teachers should clear doubts in a effective manner and, not think that the student is not testing his/her 
knowledge.  

934 Can provide more practical knowledge 

935 
More industrial visit 
Educomp learning 

936 Teach the real time application with example  

937 Practical oriented 

938 
It would be nice if teachers let us spend valid time in our interested fields rather than the path they show us which 
is mainly intended on coding. 

939 Nothing want to be change!!  

940  Excellent  coching,  

941 Need some industrial visits and internship 



942 Digital learning should be improved 

943 

Give more video classes for students 
Give seminar for all students 
Improve students knowledge by using practicals 

944 Give more video classes for studentsGive seminar for all studentsImprove students knowledge by using practicals 

945 

Interactive 
Friendly atmosphere  
Teaching with projectors  

946 All good 

947 

*using projectors frequently. 
*Understanding our ability to learn. 
*Be friendly. 

😄 

948 Good 

949 Nice presentation 

950 
More interactive sessions to be conducted, give important for placement oriented preparation, should allow all 
extra circular activities  

951 more experimental classes 

952 industrial visits need to be increased atleast twice in even semsters and once in odd semesters. 

953 No more 

954 None 

955 Good 

956 Good 

957 They're good in teaching 

958  O 

959 To conduct some more workshop  

960 To conduct some more workshop  

961 His observe the Holl class 

962 Can teach more involving pactical applications. 

963 We need PPT class and practical  class 

964 No comments 

965 No comments 

966 Explaining in a good way 

967 Excellent  

968 Nothing  

969 Nothing 

970 Encouragement  

971 Nice teaching, motivating  

972 Need practical explanations, live examples 

973 More virtual classes. 

974 
1. Can have more interaction with students 
2.Exams can be conducted in regular intervals 

975 No comments 

976 Good 

977 All were good nothing to improve 

978 
To interact with students 
To improve teaching methods 

979 Good  

980 Improve in LCD projector display learning 

981 Interact  with student. 

982 
Try to teach last bench students and guide them equally. 
A common Language should be there for teaching to inhance language knowledge 

983 Need practical teaching  

984 To provide LCD projector education to improve skills and knowledge 

985 No 

986 Nice and wonderful teaching. 

987 Good 

988 No thanks 

989 It was good so no suggestion 



990 Practical learning must be included in  an efficient manner. 

991 Can use more ICT tools  

992 No idea  

993 
During placement hours some more topics regarding to placements can be discussed. 
Students can be given proper awareness regarding to placements from the beginning of 2nd year itself. 

994 Real time example should be given by faculties 

995 There are always excellent in teaching..no suggestion 

996 
I can able to get more information from teachers and my institution gives me n number  
of opportunities to develop myself and the staff are very helpful. 

997 Everything is good in this institution 

998 Little needed in digital class 

999 

More Video classes  
Practical teaching  
Encouraging us 

1000 
I can able to get more information from teachers and my institution gives me n number  
of opportunities to develop myself and the staff are very helpful. 

1001 Agree 

1002 Nothing to improve everything is fine 

1003 None 

1004 Practical learning wanted to be improved better 

1005 Allow gadgets to improve our knowledge 

1006 Very effective in feeding the knowledge in correct effective manner making it to implement  

1007 Maintaining same level itself helps in students progress.  

1008 Always Good 

1009 
Very much satisfied with the present systems and I find implementation of e- learning, the only improvement that 
can be made  

1010 Nill 

1011 Good 

1012 Visually representing the concept will be good to understand. 

1013 Good  

1014 Good 

1015 Good 

1016 none 

1017 Nothing to improve . 

1018 No queries they doing well in teaching  

1019 
Take time to teach 
Don't  rush it 

1020 We want more practical session 

1021 1.Can conduct video class. 

1022 I have no problem with their methods of twaching 

1023 More videos class 

1024 

Ask teachers to stop frightening students and to stop acting like a boss 
Ask them to move slowly and clearly with the lessons 
Conduct a 1 month online seminar for them on students psychology 

1025 - 

1026 . 

1027 

1.Please kindly find out each student interest related to department and help them to achieve in that specifically 
for their life.... 
2.Please don't force all students by showing them an IT industry opportunities, let institute help them in students 
interest.... 
3.Please use technology while teaching and need more practical teaching.... 
4.Please don't force or make compulsory rules to learn coding etc....Coding is future i too like to learn but let them 
all to learn with their own interest and own time. These are not my own words i just spoke these all instead of all 
students.....Please realise our tough times and situation it's my kind request sir/mam/institute 

1028 Nothing  

1029 

Practical method of learning can be enhanced , academic is good enough and from my learning experience, 
students gain  
all kind of support and encouragement. 

1030 Waste 



1031 -Nil- 

1032 Very good  

1033 

Use more of projection. 
Allow us to go to other events.  
More programs needed.  

1034 Overall teaching is extraordina 

1035 Nothing 

1036 No comments 

1037 

can be little more lineant 
can give important questions 
can give physical training! 

1038 Can take us for smart classes 

1039 
1. Practical experience 
2. Encouraging every person to involve 

1040 

1.Teachers can connect their concepts with day to day activities.. 
2.More and more time should be spent for understanding until the concept is understandable 
3.When they teach their subjects they can discuss about the benefits to make the students more involved 

1041 

1. More experimental works can be done. 
2. More usability of multimedia.  
3. E notes should be provided for all the unots. 

1042 Very good teachings  

1043 
smart class can be taken !  
concept learning can be much more considered! 

1044 None 

1045 

Provide more seminar for students 
Provide video classes  
Provide practice knowledge 
Provide digital learning 
Provide reasonable ability 

1046 
Instead 75 percent theory and 25 percent practical i suggest 50perceNt practical and 50percent theory 
 will experience a good education in our country 

1047 have to implement the digital leanring 

1048 Nil 

1049 
 
nothing 

1050 Nothing 

1051 Nothing to say 

1052 
Teachers can use most LCD projector and video classes 
Institute can conduct many technical events 

1053 It's good 

1054 Nil 

1055 
Interactive learning  
Practical lab experiments and simulation 

1056 It is already good enough according to me 

1057 
Interactive class 
More practical and simulation experiment 

1058 
SUGGESTION:instead of studying the theoretical way ..it will replace by practical class...because 
 it will be very effective and enthusiastic..not everytime often it will good 

1059 
1. Giving real time problems to solve. 
2. Relating syllabus with real time projects. 

1060 Excellent 

1061 Excellent 

1062 Teachers can be more friendly...So that we'll be able to communicate with them without any fear.. 

1063 Can do better! 

1064 nothing  

1065 Well and good 

1066 Use more multimedia devices 

1067 Real term application with example to teach 

1068 Good 

1069 The institution offers high quality education 



1070 Already it is well in our institution  

1071 Teachers can use ICT tools  

1072 No 

1073 Sairam 

1074 Excellent  

1075 Ok 

1076 students should be taken iv for a good and worth place 

1077 Nothing 

1078 yes 

1079 Nill 

1080 
1. Better be more practical 
2. Have some extra on-screen sessions 

1081 •Video classes must be more 

1082 Nothing  

1083 Nothing 

1084 
Its very good. It can still be made better by giving us some real life examples and hands on practices. 
Also,freedom to bring mobile phones would make the learning more modern and  interesting. 

1085 The teaching by our teachers were good. 

1086 More video based teaching 

1087 Good 

1088 Good teaching 

1089 Normal 

1090 If we (students) take seminar about general topic it will be better  

1091 Can use more multimedia and LCD projectors while teaching 

1092 Don't rush the student to get marks only but also encourage there extra tallent. 

1093 Satisfactory only 

1094 Very Good Teaching 

1095 

1. Many clubs are there but not in use 
2. Talking with girls is restricted , I don't like this rule 
3. Phones should be allowed 

1096 Good 

1097 Can provide additional information about subject and add smart classes 

1098 By narrating real  life  stories for some concept will help us to  learn easily 

1099 Need more practical experience 

1100 More practical sessions 

1101 Should try to support the students mentally 

1102 
Hostel students were not able to submit their assignments at the proper time .so requested to allow laptop for 
every students  

1103 
A request to have sports class daily a hour 
so that day scholars will be effectively satisfied for their goals in the field of sports. 

1104 Nothing 

1105 Good 

1106 Good experience 

1107 Good 

1108 There can be some doubt clearing sessions seperately to further enhance our understanding capability  

1109 Learning will be more practical  

1110 No suggestions required  

1111 Quizzes, ppt, and videos, games relevant to the syllabus it will mprove our knowledge more. 

1112 Please ban online class . When compared to online class classroom is the best place to learn 

1113 methodology,new techniques,digital class 

1114 Good  

1115 
The overall teaching in Sairam Institutions is really good. They pay equal importance to the syllabus allotted as 
well as the other skills which must be equipped in a student. 

1116 NO SUCH SUGGESTIONS  

1117 

The teaching methods are good and the way of mentoring is very good 
Can improvise the teaching methods by using  LCD projectors often. 
Can suggest some Courses for learning of non technical subjects such as Mathematics and Physics. 

1118 Have concern for the future you are creating  



1119 Good 

1120 

1.can take some more initiative  about online classes,audio facilities and also concern about students network 
problems  
2.can give more homeworks and tests regarding subjects and also youtube link updates of their day to day 
classes instead of course completions  
3.rest works of the teachers and institutions are very well during this quarantine days I think  
our institution is the best of inside home classes and studies and also for extra updates 

1121 Overall teaching is good  

1122 Teach with simple example and applications and use ict tools regularly.. 

1123 
Real time examples 
Practical explanations  

1124 Good teaching friendly approach hoping to continue in same way 

1125 Must use more ICT tool,LCD projector 

1126 No suggestions. Good teaching. 

1127 Good 

1128 More multimedia  classes to be initiated 

1129 Do some practical classes 

1130 Not bad 

1131 Teaching is very excellent 

1132 

Conducting seminars and webinars frequently  
This can improve awareness among students 
3l 

1133 Everything in institution is going nicely but institute will should improve in industrial interaction and industrial visit 

1134 Can improve 

1135 

The first thing is most of the teachers ok in English speaking skills, but have poor handwriting , 
which leads to improper understanding of concepts. 
The second thing that could possibly be changed is the teacher’s mentality of expecting the same content in the 
answer script as it is in the study material. 
Books provided are actually irrelevant and huge, which has nothing to do with what is being taught and learnt for 
passing the exams. 

1136 Everything is good 

1137 
On the basis of attendence students shouldn't be restricted for not participating in extracurricular activities, 
permission should be allowed on considering their interest. 

1138 Providing more real time examples may improve overall teaching 

1139 

1.prepare proper digital notes while taking classes 
2.Tell the real life concepts according to their studies 
3.Give enough break for the students 

1140 
Numerous books in library, development of communication skills to students. 
Good Environment 

1141 Everything is going good 

1142 No suggestion 

1143 Can do better in finding the strengths and weaknesses of the students and help them to grow. 

1144 All Good 

1145 To give more practical knowledge 

1146 Good 

1147 Nothing  

1148 
Level of increase in using ICT tools while teaching    
Giving more exposure of new technologies to students 

1149 Nil 

1150 
No any suggestions.All platform designed for education in our institution ,somewhat makes to improve our 
knowledge. 

1151 More practice problem for maths  

1152 Very good  Teaching  

1153 Should have more interactive sessions. 

1154 Its good no need to suggest anything. 

1155 Must be cover all topic 

1156 
The more the examples given it will be really easy and interesting to learn about it. 

1157 Good 

1158 Be the same  



1159 Nothing to say 

1160 Give more practical examples for understanding the concept 

1161 Need projector in each of our classroom 

1162 
Make good improvement in skills 
And technical knowledge 

1163 Overall teaching is very good in my Institution 

1164 Worth 

1165 Concepts can be taken by using smart boards.... 

1166 smart board makes as comfortable  

1167 More efforts can be taken 

1168 

Our college teaching is excellent  but: 
1.should be more practical classes 
2.student should include innovation  activities.  

1169 use more application oriented teaching 

1170 Teaching is good  

1171 Nothing 

1172 Allocate a period for extracurricular activities 

1173 Infrastructure can be improvised 

1174 - 

1175 

1. Mentors should have knowledge about the future aspirations of their mentees. 
2. Learning should be emphasized on the basis of the applications and scope of the technology. 
3. Core subjects should be given importance through how they can be inculcated into a student as a skill more 
than an academic compulsion. 

1176 the teacher is nice  

1177 Good and excellence in teaching !  

1178 

Nice session 
Interactive 
Innovative 

1179 It's very good 

1180 Nothing to say 

1181 It's great....keep up the same vigour 

1182 

in  this institution education purpose is very good  but in inthis situation don't  contact the online class 
 because next month come to placement  so please going to contact the placement  oriented  progra this is my 
request  please  follow 

1183 nothing 

1184 Better 

1185 Let the students be Independent. 

1186 Nothing 

1187 Should use advanced technology in classes 

1188 Its good  

1189 Practical way of teaching 

1190 Everything is nice 

1191 Practical teaching is must 

1192 

1)Make Lessons Practically Done Infront of Students2)Before Taking Lessons,Make Sure,Teachers Have To 
Make Aware The Students ThatWhat Should Be Done In The Class Period,Especially Topic They Teach,How 
They Are Manage The Problem To Solve The Topics And So on3)Please Discuss Some Moral Ethics Class For 
Us,Because,We Are A Human Being,We Have To Know What Is Life And What To Be Done To Make Our Society 
Wealthy 

1193 More practical observations . 

1194 

1. Teachers asking questions in between the session makes us stressed. It is better to have a quiz at the end of 
the session.  
2. Duration of online classes can be minimised due to network problem.  
3. Rather than online classes, online courses serves better.  

1195 Good 

1196 Good experience  

1197 Nothing 

1198 Should give time for sports 



1199 

I-Allow students to participate in every events based on their interest and not by their marks or CGPAs🙃. 

II-Take more practical classes and don't always depend on the books 😬 prefered for more than 10-15 years that 

is the same teaching methods. 

1200 By teach with real-time examples 

1201 Keep going  

1202 Nothing 

1203 Nothing 

1204 Teaching by our professors is good. 

1205 Good 

1206 Nil 

1207 
Our institution provides us a good quality of education. Provides us good training regarding our placement. Also 
co curricular activities too 

1208 Nothing, teaching is good. 

1209 

1.Teaching is a very excellent in our institution.                                          . .   
2.online class is going on so teachers is use black board.  
3.Teachers to gives some metirials and some questions and some videos . 

1210 Fine  

1211 The teaching way of our institution is always excellent  

1212 I think the teaching is good and we can understand the topics in depth  

1213 Need more guidance regarding practical working in a company 

1214 Encourage the students in their own interests of learning and provide practical examples for their topics 

1215 Excellent, very good Institute  

1216 Video classes 

1217 Good 

1218 Hard working  

1219 Good 

1220 Nothing 

1221 
It is good 
No suggestions required 

1222 Nothing 

1223 Overall teaching is already good nothing to change  

1224 Use real time examples, fair evaluation 

1225 Good...but can improve by slow teaching.....if internals are graded to the fullest it could be fine and happy. 

1226 Good 

1227 Use multimedia to explain concepts 

1228 Field visit should be taken for at least once in a semester 

1229 

1.Teachers should ask students to prepare for some topics to teach. 
2.Weekly once teachers encourage students to speak in english infront of other students. 
3.Use more PowerPoint while teaching to make student to learn that subject interesting. 

1230 

Students should be encouraged for their talents.Students are always  
forced to score good marks in academic only by making the pressure to the  
students in our institute.Students have the capability to learn but some of the teachers 
 won't have the capability to understand the students. 
The teachers should update themselves with more knowledge.The management should allow the teachers to 
teach in their own way. 

1231 More live examples and relating the concept to practical implementation  

1232 Very good 

1233 One request to teachers is teach in a way that each and every student can understand..... ✌🏻 

1234 
Make clear notes 
If projector and video classes are held students can even more learn something... 

1235 Already It's Is Good ! 

1236 May increase technology 

1237 Coaching  

1238 NA 

1239 Good 

1240 Good  

1241 Good need more improve 



1242 

*Practical assignments instead of paperworks is suggested. 
*A break(for quizzes or knowledgeable time) between the sessions for relaxations and refreshment can be useful. 
* extra curricular activities for a period can help in developing skills and to reduce stress. 

1243 - 

1244 Well 

1245 Good 

1246 
No suggestions , 
Everything is good 

1247  My Institution doesn't need any improvement because it's doing good in teaching . 

1248 

Be more virtual dependent 
Classes outside classroom should be made  
Experimental clarifications  

1249 Nil 

1250 No 

1251 Nice interaction to student for their carrer growth must be done 

1252 

Allow mobiles 
 

1253 Practical sessions most be more. 

1254 Good 

1255 already institution is perfect  

1256 They need to be friendly with students. 

1257 Already good 

1258 Good 

1259 

Teach the concepts with more examples and applications 
The mentor will guide and support the student always 
The Institute must provide electronic gadgets like smartphone only for the learning skills 

1260 Need more practical knowledge  

1261 The power point presentations can be made more clear and perfect. 

1262 Give some practical teaching 

1263 Nil 

1264 No suggestions  

1265 Can give us real time experience 

1266 Can give us real time experience 

1267 I like to continue as same. 

1268 Observation  

1269 Good 

1270 Nothing to say 

1271 Nothing to say 

1272 If the subjects will be the visual content,the students are actively thinking and participating more competition. 

1273 Ask some questions 

1274 
More interactive session needed 
Try to give some activity 

1275 1.teaching method want to be more innovative. 

1276 nothing such 

1277 Can show concept in ppts and videos 

1278 Improvement is needed 

1279 They are way good. 

1280 Nothing  

1281 
Need some improvement in teaching with practical experience and some guid information about the works in 
companies. 

1282 

1.Create a positive relationship between student and teacher 
2.Make the Class more effective  
3.Increase the Students Strength in your Teaching 

1283 NA 

1284 Good 

1285 Alove mobile in campus 

1286 It is enough  

1287 It should be made digital. 



1288 More practical classes. 

1289 Very good 

1290 

1)they have to reduce their authoritativeness when it comes to handling students grievances & they have to be 
more humane in their approach 
2) they still have to implement more student friendly systems particularly when it comes to college administration 
because it is unfairly favourable to the college management.  
3) they have to be more predictable & reliable & should not suddenly change their plans without consulting the 
students as their sudden actions affects students interest  

1291 It is good 

1292 Teaching was very appreciable 

1293 Teachers should be able to create a personal bond between them and students  

1294 Concepts could be explained even better 

1295 Conduct debates  

1296 May include more practical hours 

1297 To teach using projector 

1298 please give proper break between subject 

1299 

1. I suggest the institution continue Coursera even after the free access ends. Coursera has enabled students to 
learn topics beyond our syllabus.  
So, students will benefit if the coursera access continues even after the Covid-19 pandemic ends. 
2. Students are very rarely taken to smart class. 
3. Club activities are very low. 

1300 Over all till now it is going good 

1301 no improvements, Everything is good 

1302 Not using native languageUse of multimedia oftenTo have practical session more often 

1303 
 
No more suggestions 

1304 
Suggestions:More practical method of teaching with realtime examples. 
Other than that soft skills and other activities are good 

1305 
I am happy with this methodology of teaching and request the management to keep the system same. 
I am very much proud and happy to choose this Institution for making a mark to my future. 

1306 

1. More IV 
2. More practical work 
3. More interactive sessions with students 

1307 According to me, diz s gd 

1308 Increase the time gap between the exams 

1309 Too much strictness should be avoided.Other than that teaching and training is excellent. 

1310 Everything is good 

1311 Good 

1312 Everything is fine 

1313 Eveything is fine 

1314 NA 

1315 Good 

1316 Sri sairam institute of technology 

1317 Explain the concepts with real time applications 

1318 Good 

1319 Everything is ok 

1320 Interactive sessions can be conducted frequently. 

1321 The standard of institute is already good and they create more opportunities to explore our talents 

1322 Nothing 

1323 Existing is better 

1324 It is good and there is no need for change 

1325 Good 

1326 
1.Give out of syllabus portion to teach  
2.more number of example give by topics 

1327 be the same 

1328 Nothing 

1329 No suggestions 



1330 Teach real world technology 

1331 Nothing 

1332 

Nice 
Innovative 
Projectors and presentation can be implemented 

1333 Very good 

1334 Good 

1335 Good 

1336 The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good 

1337 Very good 

1338 Good 

1339 Smart classes 

1340 It is better to understand by giving reality examples. 

1341 Nothing  

1342 Regularly can teach using projector  

1343 Good 

1344 Need to give more practical and understandable examples while theaching certain concept 

1345 Its good 

1346 Multimedia can help in effective learning 

1347 Please allow mobile 

1348 .  

1349 NA 

1350 

Can improve the syllabus . 
Can promotively  move to smart classes. 
Increase the use of lab sessions. 

1351 Needs to teach the subject strong and happy 

1352 
Excellent teaching.  
Can give more examples. 

1353 Good teaching 

1354 All are fine 

1355 

1.they can give real live eg in possible 
2.my the class more interesting 
3. Frequently discussion with students 

1356 Teaching can be made more practical rather than thoery.  

1357 Good  

1358 No suggestions.good 

1359 I request the teachers to use board while teachers for better observation 

1360 Increase the time gap between the exams 

1361 Increase the time gap between the exams 

1362 Good 

1363 Nop 

1364 Nop 

1365 The overall teaching is really excellent. 

1366 Offer internship 

1367 
Excellent and good teaching. 
Could explain with more examples. 

1368 Good teaching  

1369 

* Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 
* Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 
* Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts 

1370 1.discipline,2.studiying ,3.can growing up your skills and communication will help. 

1371 Staff talk to the students freely 

1372 Good 

1373 . 

1374 Very good teaching, more important things 

1375 Can improve 

1376 Teaching with examples is good.. 

1377 Using lab regularly 



1378 

The skill or behavior to be performed. ... 
The conditions under which the student will perform the skill/demonstrate knowledge. ... 
The Criteria used to Measure Performance. 

1379 Sri sairam institute of technology 

1380 Nothing...  

1381 More visual content 

1382 
Teachers should teach digitally and practically  
Need some internships based on that subject  

1383 Everything is fine and good  

1384 Learning well 

1385 Good...can do better 

1386 Everything is good 

1387 Communicate effectively with students 

1388 Good 

1389 Providing more and more video seminars will be helpful. 

1390 More industrial visits  

1391 Good  

1392 . 

1393 Design syllabus for a practical learning experience 

1394 Give real time example and tasks 

1395 
Maybe more practical than theoretical,  interactive  session , rather than being a book worm they  
should encourage some workshop and extra curricular activities  

1396 The overall teaching is good to it's level  

1397 
Digital notes 
More practical classes 

1398 Teachings can be made more practical 

1399 Can show some videos related to subjects 

1400 Nothing 

1401 Online modules and interactive sessions 

1402 

Admit creative material inorder to study 
Each and Every teacher must encourage each and every student . 
Interactive session must be provided 

1403 Nothing 

1404 Use LCD projector 

1405 Practical knowledge should be increase  

1406 Need some more practical and interactive sessions 

1407 

Applications wise teaching 
Understandable 
Practical session 

1408 Can improve in the area of visual teaching  

1409 technical improvement 

1410 To improve our teaching methodology 

1411 Nil 

1412 

Positive approach 
Friendly environment to be created 
Positive suggestions wanted 

1413 More industrial visits  

1414 Try to improve the learning part through lCD projector 

1415 More practical learning  

1416 Online classes are not comfortable 

1417 

1. Allow digital devices  
2. Promote gender equality 
3. Provide some relaxation to hostelers 

1418 Practical studies 

1419 Nothing much 

1420 Going to industrial vist 

1421 My institution is really Good . 

1422 It is good 

1423 No suggestions ! 



1424 Nothing much 

1425 no suggestions .Its good so far. 

1426 Nothing much 

1427 Nothing much 

1428 To do More practical class 

1429 .  

1430 nil 

1431 
Can add some additional courses in the learning process.. Teachers should encourage the practical learning 
rather than theoretical.. Industrial visits should be organised twice in a semester for an appropriate place.. 

1432 good 

1433   

1434 . 

1435 Nothing to improve, it's already good and effective 

1436 
Focus on encouraging students in their field of interest rather than pushing on what is expected from the course 
would be appreciated. 

1437 provide some hands on skill on relevant topics 

1438 GOOD 

1439 No suggestions 

1440 We want more lively practical session . 

1441 Nice and well 

1442 I think they want to interact more with the video session  

1443 Should explain with more real time examples 

1444 Maintaining the same teaching methodology  

1445 Smartclass 

1446 No 

1447 NIL 

1448 More Interactive,Explore more content other that the syllabus 

1449 Good 

1450 All good in this instution 

1451 good 

1452 Good work  

1453 Teachers can give more seminars to students 

1454 More practical knowledges can be done. 

1455 Ntng 

1456 It's already good enough 

1457 Good 

1458 

1. More practical experience 
2. Can give live example if possible 
3. Should interact with each and every student in class 

1459 To change teachers and hire who are better at this with modern norms 

1460 Nothing 

1461 Good 

1462 Theoretical knowledge is good in our institution 

1463 Quizes, games related  

1464 . 

1465 Already better 

1466 Everything is great.  

1467 

Know about each and every persons skills... and give them equal opportunities… 
 in first year it was about the specific teacher fav student..  
abolish this system and want to learn things more practically...  

1468 Thank you for not being partial towards any one student when it came to alloting marks.  

1469 Skill improvement 

1470 As Im from biology background, I found it diffucult to pick up. 

1471 More hands-on training on theoritical subjects can be provided 

1472 provide correct lab facilities.finish the whole sylabus.give attention for students quries 

1473 lab facility is too poor 

1474 Teaching is not bad but they must allow students to participate in events  



1475 
1)smart classes should be taken  
2) more knowledges should be given to professors 

1476 

Students should be given more smart classes. 
Professors should provide more practical knowledge to students. 

1477 Goodb 

1478 

Need good IV Structure 
Need understandable HOD 
Need staff to encourage students 

1479 Always teach pratically for better understanding and long term growth of the students  

1480 Ok 

1481  I want More explanation  

1482 Thamim ansari 

1483 

Video classes 
Power point presentation 
Soft copies  

1484 
Quality of teaching  
Communicating method 

1485 

More video classes 
More freedom 
Practical experience 

1486 

Have to Improve Syllabus. 
More practical Observations. 
To Improve Video Classes 

1487 

Encourage students which domain he is interested. 
Don't divert the students goal. 
Don't interfere in student or ask to change decision regarding his career. 

1488 Equal periods for practicals and theory 

1489 I Done Know 

1490 Monitored based classes 

1491 Education with sports 

1492 Understand student metallity  

1493 Need more visual methods for taking classes 

1494 Equal periods of practical and theory 

1495 To have fell communication with students friendly 

1496 Teachers/staff can improvise the way of explaining a concept,they can be more application oriented 

1497 
Listening without break is not good for us 
Attending special classess in weekends is not good.  

1498 One to one interaction 

1499 

* Digital learning modes like using projectors can be adopted. 
*Students should be encouraged to participate in extra curricular activities. 
*Students should be given opportunities to express their talents. 

1500 More examples and real time problems should be given . 

1501 presenting ppt at  regular class 

1502 No queries. Thank you. 

1503 Nothing  

1504 Very good 

1505 
Teaching is very well and above 5 years teaching experience teachers are here and on individual and improve my 
knowledge  

1506 Good 

1507 
Make  sure that the subject content reached all the students 
Please consider the suggestions of the students 

1508 More experience learning through company coordination 

1509  I personally recommend the teachers to help students engage in sports and various events  

1510 Not a college it's a school first that has to change  



1511 No suggession . All the couching skill were very nice. 

1512 It is already good in our college 

1513 Giving more practical examples while teaching. 

1514 Want to make some practical knowledge about the subjects and also improve us with some extra activities. 

1515 Good 

1516 Practical explanations will  be provided  

1517 Good 

1518 Well 

1519 It can be improved even more 

1520 Present teaching system is good. Usage of projectors can provide better learning experience. 

1521 Very well 

1522 

Practical way of learning  
Instead of classes students should learn through projects  
Minimum one project for every semester have to developed 

1523 Visual learning  

1524 
They want to  teach with   
Lcd projector for animated examples 

1525 

Identify the student interested subject 
Developing his talent 
Encourage the student 

1526 No comments 

1527 

Can improve the teaching 
Can support students for other extracurricular activities 
To include design subject to improve skills  

1528 Industrial explaination 

1529 No comments 

1530 No 

1531 No comments 

1532 Nice... Complete all the portion.  

1533 To make classes concept 

1534 Can use more ICT tools to teach effectively.  

1535 Try to teach in practical methods 

1536 
More video classes can be made 

1537 Teachers must use some multimedia device for teaching 

1538 Practical events can be conducted for more effective type of learning 

1539 Improve  

1540 No Need it is ok for me 

1541 
1. It would better if staffs sometime come prepared with recent trends too. 
2. it would be better if staffs teach us something out of the box too. 

1542 good 

1543 
Improve practical learning 
Make Industrial visit useful one 

1544 They giving their best 

1545 start from scratch while introducing new topic 

1546 Good 

1547 Nil 

1548 Well as Good 

1549 Good 

1550 

1.Increased Interactive Classes with Professional engineers in Industry  
2.Interactive Classes with LCD Projectors 
3.More Freedom with Good Interaction With Professors 

1551 Teach 

1552 Bridge the gap between industry and teaching 

1553 Everything is best 



1554 Promote internship opportunities for students 

1555 

improve quality teaching 
improve canteen facility 
improve industry visits 

1556 Before beginning a new topic.. a revision of old topic were made means it will be more better.  

1557 

We expect all the teacher to teach the concepts practically, will applictions,many teachers only teach what is 
given in book, 
 they never explain it practically it ,very few teachers teach the concepts practically in an understandable manner, 
we expect all the teacher to be the same!!.. 

1558 Improving the quality and make sure they understand 

1559 
Give explanation in Tamil for easy to know.  
Improve the syllabus for what company wants . 

1560 Good  

1561 its good 

1562 

Need to allow Laptops . 
Professors should improve teaching method efficiently.  
Should allow students to use library at anytime rather than break time. 

1563 More field practices has to be taken 

1564 Satisfation 

1565 Good 

1566 Well and satisfying 

1567 Nil 

1568 

1.Modern Methods 
2.Videos and Presentations 
3.Practical Models 

1569 We Need more practical class and experiences 

1570 Practical analysis of concept 

1571 

*give more credits to practicals *teacher should teach with there knowledge and dedication not text book 
 *find the interested students and provides extra knowledge and give dedication to them. 
 Not for all who doesn't interested. 

1572 Good 

1573 Make class room digital and allow phone . 

1574 Other than syllabus they should provide some technical knowledge to us 

1575 
1) a detailed introduction as to why one is studying the respective subjects and how that is of use to  
us in this field should be discussed and made mandatory 

1576 Virtual learning  

1577 Good 

1578 Virtual learning  

1579 
Teaching with practical examples,  
Leaving break between hours will make feel good  to listen the class 

1580 Good 

1581 
No improvement is required because we are able understand the concept easily and more effectively by this way 
of teaching. 

1582 

1.Increased Interactive Classes with Professional engineers in Industry  
2.Interactive Classes with LCD Projectors 
3.More Freedom with Good Interaction With Professors 

1583 Smart class lectures are wanted 

1584 All good. 

1585 Nothing 

1586 Nothing 

1587 One to one interaction 

1588 Overall the teaching is good 

1589 Good teaching what I expected. Thank you. No queries. 

1590 Need more pratical knowledge than just books 

1591 Good 

1592 Students need more pratical knowledge than books  



1593 Nothing gonna change just scribbling over here,I KNOW 

1594 

1.lecture should be in the form of industrial approach and their perspective  
2.lecturer should make each and every concept in their subject to be in the form of  practical approach  as 
possible , such that everyone should know about the concepts easier and clear  orview 
3.insted of giving assignments ,seminars and project which is related to the concepts should be initiated ,which 
makes students to understand the concept easier with deep learning  

1595 More practical knowledge should be shared with students 

1596 Want to give time to prepare 

1597 Want to give time to prepare 

1598 Lecture should be in industrial approach  

1599 It is satisfactory 

1600 No 

1601 It’s good  

1602 Good 

1603 Teaching is outstanding. ... 

1604 Nil 

1605   

1606 Leave us freely 

1607 

Give more explanation for students to understand 
Help all students to improve marks and etc 
Give smart class for some topic 

1608 Could do more video class 

1609 Practical and application wise 

1610 
Make teaching through digital in classroom 
Institution should allow some gadgets for students convenience for education 

1611 
The way of teaching can be application oriented, engaged learning methods,and teach us new things that can be 
dealth with the subject 

1612 Topic depth, better communication, elegant explanation 

1613   

1614 

Teaching using ohp can be done. 
Can organise even more career development camps. 
Infrastructure can be developed 

1615 Include smart classes  

1616 Excellent 

1617 Good 

1618 Yes,very comfortable in our institutions.  

1619 NIl 

1620 Lecture should be in industrial approach  

1621 Virtual learning  

1622 Good 

1623 It’s good  

1624 smart class can be implement and more pratical knowledge can be given to the students 

1625 Good 

1626 Excellent 

1627 Maintaining the same is enough. 

1628 More use of modern technologies can be inculcated in the mode of teaching.  

1629 Give simple&logical example,elaborate topics 

1630 Good 

1631 Keep Doing. what you done.  

1632 A supportive approach is needee 

1633 The teaching is pretty good but teaching with practical examples of engineering would be much better  

1634 Giving some practical examples while teaching 

1635 Pls teach in both English and also explain that in Tamil once. 

1636 Teaching with examples 

1637 Allow gadgets like laptop and tab.  

1638 Easy to understand 

1639 Can engage with students through classes via projector for easy understanding of concepts . 



1640 Better lab facilities, Completion of portions on time, Increase the use of ICT tools 

1641 

Friendly teaching  
To give a space for us need to think 
Dont be so stress 

1642 Teachers usually teach us with lots of examples 

1643 
1)Can be teach slowly 2)Can use another app for teaching instead of Google meet3)can be teach in Tamil and 
English 

1644 Notes should be shared after each class 

1645 Nothing to improve  

1646 

Teaching through life skills 
Making more industrial visit 
To support extra curricular activities 

1647 The teachers could be more open minded to the students instead of subject centric. 

1648 Good 

1649 Event which is used to ur future can be conduced 

1650 Good 

1651 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.  

1652 Good 

1653 . 

1654 Introduce technology in class room 

1655 Provide OD to encourage students for extracurricular activities 

1656 Nothing 

1657 Good 

1658   

1659 Well 

1660 . 

1661 Engineering concepts should be explained in front of practical applications will assist to learn with ease 

1662 Plss cancel final yr exams. .. 

1663 Explaining well can be improved 

1664 Teacher must teach clearly 

1665 Good 

1666 mentor can monitor the student action  strictly. 

1667 - 

1668 No comments 

1669 Introduce   the video class in effectively 

1670 Practical example 

1671 Practical class. Lab establishment 

1672 No class, free period , Mobile phone allowed 

1673 Nothing 

1674 No Retest, No assignments, Free periods 

1675 

Quality of teaching  
Communicating method 
Way of teaching 
Teaching standard  

1676 Experimental examples will be provided  

1677 Very good 

1678 Take class mo 

1679 Want more practical... 

1680 Good 

1681 Teaching with more examples and industry related applications. 

1682 
Please respect the student and also mistake happen but have a curturcy to finish the problem without making a 
hug issues 

1683 It's just beyond our imagination and I am proud to study in this institution 

1684 Good 

1685 Able to understand the students teaching  



1686 
Maintain good relationship with students 
Try to understand their area of interest 

1687 

1.)Need more practical lab hours 
2.)Don't ombit any topic whatever it because anna university questions are unexpected  
3.)My college learning experience is very good 

1688 

1.Teach student practically  
2.Communicate the student for easy to understand 

1689 
Smart classes should be given more  
Teachers should teach concept practically 

1690 Nothing  

1691 Be friendly and talking slag as to change 

1692 Nothing 

1693 Yes,very comfortable in our institutions.  

1694 More practical classes required 

1695 .  

1696 Take class in projector  

1697 Good 

1698 . 

1699 Nothing 

1700 Good 

1701 Video method of teaching and practical examples will improve the teaching.  

1702 Best 

1703 Good 

1704 Nothing 

1705 no comments 

1706 
Smart classes can be taken  
Practical knowledge should be given the first priority . 

1707 

1.Teaching with practical examples 
2.Give more number of industrial visit per semester 
3.Give opportunities promoting internship from college to interesting students 
  

1708 Its good  

1709 Good 

1710 Ok 

1711 . 

1712 IDK.  

1713 Its good 

1714 I have done. No issuess. 

1715 Kindness with students 

1716 Nil 

1717 Can improve lab facilities,Use of ICT tools 

1718 Not at all 

1719 Need more interaction and need practical experience 

1720 Every thing all right 

1721 Can have a friendly move and motivate students 

1722 By Giving test 

1723 Nil 

1724 To increase practical knowledge. To get more placement opportunities. To become friendly with students.  

1725 

More encouragement must be given to the student 
Please complete the entire syllabus within the commencement of model examination 

1726 Nothing 



1727 
Management can arrange for networks and cameras for staffs  
Students in rural side having network problems so management can send recorded  class videos 

1728 They should give importance to learning rather than studying 

1729 Elearning social media 

1730 Freedom, dresscode 

1731 We want mobile phone 

1732 Good coaching 

1733 Give practical experience and video experience 

1734 Mentoring, experience teacher, infrastructure 

1735 Edumate, placement 

1736 Good experience 

1737 No comment  

1738 No suggession teaching is very excellent. 

1739 practical knowledge increamentation 

1740 No no already it's great 

1741 Good 

1742 Allow students to external activities like events,sumpos,etc., 

1743 1. Teaching about recent industrial updates and automation will give a broad view about their discipline 

1744 Teaching effectively all time with smart manner...  

1745 They should bring many ideas for students 

1746 Give extra knowledge about the subject 

1747 1. Try to give industry based syllabus 

1748 Everything is good 

1749 

1.Give practical knowledge about subjects. 
2.Proper guidance. 
3.Teaching the subject in industrial view and application... 

1750 Teachers should provide notes precisely and more practical teaching should be employed. 

1751 

Encourage students their unique talent. 
Don't argue with students for any unwanted issues. 
Give sufficient opportunity to student to show case their talent. 

1752 Two way communicationInteract friendly with students 

1753 Teachers can use LCD projectors  while teaching and they should extra curricular activities. 

1754 Nil 

1755 Teaching process will improve More  

1756 no comments 

1757 nothing 

1758 Give more examples,explain briefly,try to finish all the topics 

1759 Teaching with example 

1760 Improve communication between students & teachers  

1761 Nothing 

1762  There can be more practical classes 

1763 More effective way of giving references for application 

1764 Pls teach the students practically. 

1765 

Poor infrastructure 
No canteen facility  
Irritating rules  

1766 Need more improvement 

1767 This type of survey should be taken oftenly 

1768 Nil 

1769 . 

1770 

Always the institution provides a good learning experience  
to the students and in the future they should give  
provide the opportunity to the students to involve in more activities and seminars 

1771 To improve Placement training 

1772 To maintain the current process 



1773 Empower students to be active learner 

1774 To motivate and engage student in the areas as their wish 

1775 Give proper right to staffs to do their work as better 

1776 . 

1777 Mentor wants to identify the students weaknesses and want to encourage them to overcome it.. 

1778 Improving communication skills for students 

1779 Conduct training for developing interview skills 

1780 Effectiveness 

1781 

To be friendly with students  
To be more effective  
To be a daily motivator 

1782 
More practical 
Management tasks 

1783 Excellent teaching 

1784 
The process carried out was too good. 
Even more projections towards goal will be satisfactorily welcomed 

1785 

Kindly avoid politics.  
Marks won't decide students knowledge. 
If you can't encourage, kindly do no discourage the students. 

1786 Good 

1787 Yes 

1788 Asking Question in between teaching hours 

1789 Overall is good 

1790 Some real time examples while teaching 

1791 Have some connection with students at a right level. 

1792 Overall it is good 

1793 All teaching staff are very learning in our institutions 

1794 Instead of making memorizing teacher should able to understand the subject. 

1795 
Provide examples by comparing present situation while teaching, by doing different type of activities for better 
understanding for students. 

1796 Nil 

1797 Can't find any flaws 

1798 Need to equip to digital classes. 

1799 Improve 

1800 Session are conducted on very comfort of students 

1801 Nothing 

1802 Good 

1803 Excellent 

1804 The teaching method and communicating is very good. 

1805 Satisfied 

1806 By giving live example 

1807 Nothing 

1808 
Equal analyse of all students 
Don't focus based on marks. 

1809 

-To provide more IV 
-To provide more online courses and classes 
rather than this i have more satisfied about this institution 

1810 Nothing 

1811 

Understand the student 
Observation 
Executive 

1812 apart from teaching they can give more practical work 

1813 Good 

1814 I'm satisfied 

1815 
Can teach properly with practical examples 
Can involve students in extra curricular activities 

1816 

Use the LCD projector so that we can easily understood  
Only few facility are using LCd projector .  
More industrial visit are required like other departments. 

1817 More interaction 



1818 Institution learning process is fair and good nothing to say . 

1819 
1.To provide some online courses that is beneficial for students 
2.To take class by using LCD projecto rs 

1820 Even more teaching can be done through presentation. 

1821 

1. They can arrange more IV so that practically students can learn. 
2. Arranging more meeting is encouraging us to develop more skills  
3.good management to caring and supporting us 

1822 Good 

1823 
Always the institution provides a good learning experience to the students and in the future 
 I suggest to give more opportunities to the students to involve in activities and to take seminars. 

1824 

1.To give more Industrial visit Experience 
2.To give more Intership Opportunities  
3.To Improve more effort to engage students in the monitoring 

1825 

Classrooms could be cleaned to become neat and projectors are damaged 
 it would be repaired for proper usage because faculties are struggling to use it.  
Overall classroom is not feasible for our betterment. 

1826 
Should improve the skills of students in extra curricular activities 
Classes may be taken with examples 

1827 

Projector teaching 
Practical work 
More learning process 

1828 

Changes need in the teaching methedologies 
Need updations in the syllabus 
 

1829 Good 

1830 Better 

1831 Use led projector while takes a lesson 

1832 Feedback from the students 

1833 . 

1834 Practical 

1835 Good 

1836 

Some faculty are book readers 
Some are showing there partiality 
All the faculty are good in thrre career 

1837 

1. Teach current affairs and current trends  
2. Teach practical experience 
3. give value able assignment other than subject  
( for example job oriented or soft skill ) 

1838 Should improve the skills of students in extra curricular activities and Classes may be taken with examples. 

1839 

1. Syllabus wise changes should be done 
2. Projectors should be newly installed. 
3. Changes should be done in classroom atmosphere. 

1840 

1. can reduce written assignment  
2.examination method can be changed 
3.More Projects can be given 

1841 

1. Syllabus wise there should be a change. 
2. Classroom atmosphere should be changed. 
3. Projectors to he newly installed. 

1842 Excellent. 

1843 Case study analysis can be included 

1844 Seminars from Industrial experts can be arranged atleast once a week. PSD can be conducted little efficiently. 

1845 Responsiveness to various queries of students can be improved 

1846 No words 

1847 Being friendly with the students 

1848 This institution gives more opportunity it helps to my career 

1849 good 

1850 Can give educational trip and some out place explore to improve knowledge.... 

1851 

I agree the teaching was very good 
The teachers give full efforts to improve our skills 
Our expectations is satisfied 
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